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OUTLINE

• Emotion classifications. 

• Describe training data collection.  

• Compare bag of word approaches to deep learning. 

• Can we develop a common model for all emotion classifications? 

• Demo.



THE PROBLEM

• Overload of News Articles, 
Tweets and Facebook posts. 

• Manual inspection is to 
time-consuming => the 
need for automatic systems! 

• ~ 6 years, 73 B tweets, 
20TB in uncompressed files 
 

… of Data Abundance



… and Emotion Classifications
THE TASK …

• Classify tweets according to emotions 
expressed in text. 

• Ekman’s six basic emotions: anger, 
disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise. 

• Plutchik’s wheel of emotions: Ekman's 
six + trust, anticipation. 

• Profile Of Mood States (POMS): anger 
depression, fatigue, vigour, tension, 
confusion. Each dimension defined by 
~10 contributing feelings.



Distant Supervison
THE TRAINING DATA

• Common approach, labelling, 
is too expensive for big data. 

• Exploit # as self-annotations. 

• Find all twits containing 
emotional – Ekman, Plutchik 
or POMS – hashtags and use 
them for training.


Apwil
@CaptainCha_Chi

4 months gone and thinking of u still brings tears 
to my eyes
#sadness
6:53 AM - 4 May 2013

   Follow

    

 
 Reply to @CaptainCha_Chi 

Trends

#LigaNovaKBM #SGdebate #FridayReads #FridayFeeling #donuts #NationalDonutDay
#MakeMeAnOutcastIn5words Wawrinka #FlashbackFriday #MyOnePhoneCallGoesTo


Ryan Honeycutt
@ryanhoney1534

Watching the sopranos again from start to finish! 
#joy
1:50 AM - 2 May 2013

   Follow

    

 
 Reply to @ryanhoney1534 

Erika Ortiz @ErikaO21 · 2 May 2013
@ryanhoney1534 my mom had an Italian themed party when that show ended.

    
Ryan Honeycutt @ryanhoney1534 · 2 May 2013
@ErikaO21 I already like her!

    
Erika Ortiz @ErikaO21 · 2 May 2013
@ryanhoney1534 lol the woman likes having parties!

    

Shilo McCall @ShiloMcCall · 2 May 2013
@ryanhoney1534 get a life bro #Looooser

    



Trends

#LigaNovaKBM #SGdebate #FridayReads #FridayFeeling #NationalDonutDay
#MakeMeAnOutcastIn5words Wawrinka #FlashbackFriday #MyOnePhoneCallGoesTo
#ThingsNotToDoAtTheZoo


John Auwaerter
@JohnAuwaerter

Why am i suddenly feeling the urge to Scream at 
the top of my lungs?? #anger #monday 
#apushsucks
4:07 AM - 6 May 2013

   Follow

    

 
 Reply to @JohnAuwaerter 

Trends

#LigaNovaKBM #SGdebate #FridayReads #FridayFeeling #NationalDonutDay
#MakeMeAnOutcastIn5words Wawrinka #FlashbackFriday #ThingsNotToDoAtTheZoo
#MyOnePhoneCallGoesTo



Filtering
THE TRAINING DATA

• Use only english tweets that: 

• has a fraction of “content” 
words > 0.5, 

• has 90% of “content” words 
before the #, 

• are not re-tweets, 

• are not duplicates.

JN
@JuliiaNiicole

♡♡ #stars #love #fear #night #quotes 
#wordsofwisdom #words #repost #Galileo 
#beauty #instagram… 
instagram.com/p/Y_g8dOnTQN/
3:49 AM - 7 May 2013

   Follow

    

Reply to @JuliiaNiicole 

Trends
Novak Djokovic #SmartCities #Challenger #BaeIn3Words #fmqs Donald Trump
#SeeWhatHappens Senpai World War III Amber

© 2016 Twitter  About  Help  Terms  Privacy  Cookies  Ads info

Melissa Burnham
@mmburnham

RETWEETS

2
LIKES

2

#Fear is not a good reason to oppose 
#AB230. Education should involve educating 
humans about being human. That includes 
sex.

5:34 AM - 7 May 2013

   Follow

    

Reply to @mmburnham 

PPSN @PPSouthernNV · 7 May 2013
“@mmburnham: #Fear is not a good reason to oppose #AB230. Education 
should involve educating humans about being human. That includes sex.”

   5  1 



Trends

Novak Djokovic #SmartCities #Challenger #BaeIn3Words #fmqs #SeeWhatHappens
Trump Senpai World War III Puerto Rico



CONTENT FILTERING



# DEPTH FILTERING



Statistics
THE TRAINING DATA
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RETWEETS

2
LIKES

2

Melissa Burnham
@mmburnham

#Fear is not a good reason to oppose #AB230. 
Education should involve educating humans 
about being human. That includes sex.

5:34 AM - 7 May 2013

 Follow 

  1   2  2

 
 Reply to @mmburnham 

PPSN @PPSouthernNV · 7 May 2013
“@mmburnham: #Fear is not a good reason to oppose #AB230. Education 
should involve educating humans about being human. That includes sex.”
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Trends

#MyValentinesRemorse #Slovenia #CETA #wednesdaywisdom #IfIWasYou
#TrumpImpeachmentParty #askpaulnuttall #UnfairGovernor #TheLalitLondon
#WhatsYourDigiScore


Sarah Idha Fatmala
@sifsarah

#birthday #sweet #seventeen #cake #tart 
#ballon #candle #night #asia #surprise #love 
#happy thnks… instagram.com/p/Y1F20ZALIr/
2:33 AM - 3 May 2013

 Follow 

     

 
 Reply to @sifsarah 

Trends

#MyValentinesRemorse #Slovenia #CETA #wednesdaywisdom #IfIWasYou
#TrumpImpeachmentParty #askpaulnuttall #UnfairGovernor #TheLalitLondon
#WhatsYourDigiScore

Fig. 1. Example of tweets not suitable for learning. In the first tweet
hashtag #Fear is used as a crucial part of the content and not as a label
of the content. The second example contains too few content words for
detecting emotions. Such tweets were removed from the training set.

set.4
To remove tweets containing emotional hashtag as a part

of the sentence, we calculated the depth d of the hashtag as

d =
number of content words before hashtag

number of content words
.

All tweets with d < 0.9 are filtered out. Gonzales-Ibanez et
al. [30] applied a similar procedure, but required that the
hashtag appeared at the very end, which seems too strict.

Finally, we removed re-tweets and duplicates. Some
examples of tweets satisfying all above requirements are
presented in Fig. 2.

3.3 Data Set Statistics
We started with a data set of 73 billion tweets collected
between August 2008 until May 2015. The data occupies
approximately 17 TB of space in uncompressed form, stored
in a Hadoop distributed file system. We have developed a
custom map-reduce search application, which takes about
an hour and a half to linearly search through the data on a
40 node cluster.

We searched this data set for tweets containing emo-
tional hashtags and satisfying filtering requirements as de-
fined in the previous subsection. We split the resulting data
into train (60 %), validation (20 %) and test (20 %) sets.
Train and validation sets served for selecting parameters
for all models. Once set, the final models were trained on
combined train and validation set, and their performance
was assessed on the test set.

To enable fair evaluation of transfer capabilities, splitting
of Ekman’s and Plutchik’s data sets must be done in parallel
since the former is a subset of the latter. That is, Ekman’s
train, validation and tests sets are a subset of the Plutchik’s.
POMS was split independently since its adjectives do not
overlap with Ekman’s and Plutchik’s. The number of tweets
in each set is shown in Table 1, and the class distributions
are shown in Fig. 3.

4. We set the threshold by observing a few dozen tweets, which is
negligible in comparison with the total number of tweets, so we have
not used a separate data set for this.


John Auwaerter
@JohnAuwaerter

Why am i suddenly feeling the urge to Scream at 
the top of my lungs?? #anger #monday 
#apushsucks
4:07 AM - 6 May 2013

 Follow 

     

 
 Reply to @JohnAuwaerter 

Trends

#MyValentinesRemorse #Slovenia #CETA #wednesdaywisdom #IfIWasYou
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Shilo McCall @ShiloMcCall · 2 May 2013
@ryanhoney1534 get a life bro #Looooser



     



Trends

#MyValentinesRemorse #Slovenia #CETA #wednesdaywisdom #IfIWasYou
#HowToSpotASnowflake #TrumpImpeachmentParty #askpaulnuttall #UnfairGovernor
#TheLalitLondon

Fig. 2. Examples of tweets passing all filtering requirements. Note that
the models received the tweets’ contents without the emotional hash-
tags.

TABLE 1
Data set sizes. All corresponds to all English tweets containing any

emotional hashtag, and filtered shows the remaining number of tweets
after depth, content and duplicates filtering. These sets were further

split into three subsets: train, validation and test.

Ekman Plutchik POMS
All 1,175,847 1,740,750 9,592,460
Filtered 535,788 798,389 6,536,280
Train 321,461 479,033 3,921,768
Validation 107,183 159,678 1,307,256
Test 107,144 159,678 1,307,256

Class distributions are quite imbalanced. One reason for
this, apart from the peoples’ tendencies to express particular
kinds of emotions on Twitter, may be the restriction to exact
matches of hashtags. Tweets may often contain variations
and synonyms for hashtags like #disgust and #vigour. We
leave dealing with synonyms or morphological variations
as an interesting idea for future work.

In comparison with previous studies, our data sets have
been collected over a longer period of time, hence they are
less influenced by temporal variations like popular or tragic
events. They are also orders of magnitude larger than what
has been used in previous studies of emotion recognition on
twitter data.

4 METHODS
We will first describe a baseline method, the common bag-
of-words model. This is followed by the description of the
used neural network model and its adaptation for transfer
learning and unison learning.

4.1 Bag-of-Words Models
To set the baseline performance, we first experimented with
common approaches to emotion detection. Within the realm



CLASS DISTRIBUTIONS



BoW Models
FROM TEXT TO FEATURES

• Vanilla BoW: no text normalisation/token filtering. 

• Normalised BoW: 
• @mentions are truncated to <user>, 
• URLS are truncated to <url>, 
• letter repetitions are truncated (loooooove -> love), 
• numbers are truncated to <number>, 
• all tokens are lower-cased. 

• Experiment with unigrams and unigrams + bigrams.  

• Remove tokens that appear less than 5 times of tweets.



BoW Models # of Features
FROM TEXT TO FEATURES
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Fig. 3. Class distribution of train sets for each emotion classification.

of pure machine learning (as opposed to using, say emotion
lexicons), one of the most frequently used approaches is to
use simple classifiers on the bag-of-words (BoW) models.

We studied two approaches for transforming raw text
into BoW model. Vanilla BoW is a model without any nor-
malization of tokens. Normalized BoW reduces the dimen-
sionality of feature space by these transformations:

• all @mentions are truncated to a single token <user>,
• all URLs are truncated to a single token <url>,
• all numbers are truncated to a single token <number>,
• three or more same consecutive characters are trun-

cated to a single character (e.g. loooooove ! love),
• all tokens are lower-cased.

The aim of these normalization techniques is to remove the
features that are too specific. For each of these two models,
we run experiments on unigrams as well as combination of
unigrams and bigrams.

Tokenization was done using Tweet POS tagger [33]. For
each model, we filtered out tokens and bigrams occurring
in less than five tweets. The dimensionality of BoW models
is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2
The number of features of BoW models for combined train and

validation sets using different token normalizations. The name bigrams

stands for a model consisting of combination of unigrams and bigrams.

Ekman Plutchik POMS
Unigrams Vanilla 45,484 58,146 183,727
Unigrams Normalized 35,555 44,009 129,841
Bigrams Vanilla 204,453 284,467 1,248,037
Bigrams Normalized 187,533 256,889 1,081,598

We experimented with the following classifiers: Support
Vector Machines with linear kernel (SVM), Naı̈ve Bayes
(NB), Logistic Regression (LogReg) and Random Forests
(RF). Regularization parameters for SVM, LogReg, and the
number of trees for RF were selected using linear search.
Since RF was extremely slow, we built forests with only
up to 200 trees. For example, training 200 trees on POMS’s
data set using bigrams vanilla model took about three
days on a computer with 40 cores. All BoW experiments
were performed in Python using scikit-learn [34] library

and all other parameters5 were left at their default val-
ues (for detailed description refer to the documentation at
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/documentation.html).

4.2 Neural Network Models

Although tweets could be padded to 140 characters and
fed into feed-forward or convolutional neural network, we
decided to use recurrent neural networks (RNN) that can
naturally handle texts of variable lengths. We leave testing
of other neural network architectures for future work.

We experiment with two levels of granularity. In the first
approach, we tokenize the tweet’s content and then feed a
sequence of tokens into the RNN. Here the task of the RNN
is to learn how to combine words to obtain a tweet represen-
tation suitable for predicting emotions. Our second setting is
an end-to-end learning approach: instead of preprocessing
tweets into tokens, we treat the whole tweet as a sequence
of characters and pass characters one by one into the RNN.
The task of the RNN is hence to combine characters into a
suitable representation and predict emotions. Note that the
RNN itself has to learn which sequences of characters form
words since space is not treated any differently from any
other character.

One benefit of the character-based approach is that it
requires no preprocessing and normalization6. When work-
ing with words we first need a tokenizer to split the
tweet into tokens. Next, we have to tackle the problem of
normalization. Which morphological variations of words
are similar enough that the same token could be used for
their representation? For example should we treat shop and
shopping as the same token? In the character setting all those
decisions are left for the RNN to figure out.

Sequences of either words or characters are first mapped
to vectors, commonly referred to as embeddings, before they
can be input to RNNs. For words, we used pre-trained
GloVe embedding [35] since it is, to our knowledge, the

5. Loss, penalty, tol and max iter for SVM; alpha for NB; max iter, solver
and tol for LogReg; criterion, max features, max depth, min samples split,
min samples split, min samples leaf, min weight fraction leaf,
max leaf nodes, min impurity split, bootstrap and oob score for RF.

6. We only removed URL links due an anomaly of our crawler.
On Twitter we mainly see shortened URLs but in our data they had
already been expanded. Since this makes tweets much longer than 140
characters we decided to remove all URLs.
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TABLE 3
F-scores of different classifiers on different bag-of-words models as calculate on test set. The best performance for each data set in either

multiclass or multilabel approach is shown in bold.

Multiclass Multilabel

Unigrams Bigrams Unigrams Bigrams

Vanilla Norm. Vanilla Norm. Vanilla Norm. Vanilla Norm.

Ekman

SVM 68.8 68.9 70.0 70.7 66.2 66.0 67.6 68.5
NB 67.2 67.0 68.0 68.3 66.0 65.9 67.1 67.3
LogReg 69.0 69.1 70.2 70.9 66.5 66.7 67.8 68.7
RF 60.2 61.5 59.8 60.9 51.3 51.7 52.3 52.7

Plutchik

SVM 65.9 65.8 67.6 68.3 62.3 62.1 64.5 65.5
NB 64.1 63.9 65.3 65.7 62.7 62.7 63.7 64.0
LogReg 66.1 66.1 67.7 68.5 63.1 63.0 64.8 65.8
RF 56.4 57.8 56.6 57.8 44.3 45.6 45.4 46.8

POMS

SVM 66.3 66.2 70.6 71.2 61.0 60.6 67.6 68.3
NB 64.3 64.3 67.0 67.3 62.8 62.7 65.9 66.2
LogReg 66.6 66.6 70.9 71.4 62.2 62.0 68.0 68.7
RF 62.3 63.7 62.0 63.8 49.4 51.0 53.5 55.1

performance of the latter is comparable. While multiple lay-
ers occasionally yielded minor improvements, using bidirec-
tional layers almost always helped when working on char-
acters. Character-based approaches always outperformed
the word-based ones and they also seem more robust: their
performance is always comparable to the performance on
validation set, while for the word-based approaches we
observed some significant drops.

RNNs always yielded better results than the BoW base-
line, though the improvements are not very high. Improve-
ment with respect to the baseline is generally greater in the
multilabel than in the multiclass setting. These improve-
ments come at the expense of higher computational costs.
While training of LogReg on POMS data set took up to
13 hours, word-based RNNs could take up to 4 days and
character-based ones up to 8 days on a single GPU.

5.3 Transfer
Results of transfer experiments on test set are summarized
in Table 5. Note that for transfer experiments we first have
to find a common architecture that works reasonably well
for all three data sets. Hence, when comparing the results of
transfer learning we should not compare them with results
from Section 5.2, but rather with the performance on this
common architecture, which is presented along each of the
diagonals of Table 5.

We see that the only setting in which transfer learning
works well is when we train the initial model on Plutchik
and then transfer it to Ekman: training the hidden layers on
Plutchik gives even better performance than training on Ek-
man itself. Since Ekman is a subset of Plutchik, the examples
corresponding to Ekman’s categories are present in both
settings. The only thing that differs for when transferring
from Plutchik to Ekman is that the RNN is trained with
the presence of two additional Plutchik’s categories trust
and anticipation. As often observed in multitask learning,
the signals from these two additional categories, although
not directly useful, improve the generalization.

Transfer learning results in the other direction, i.e. from
Ekman to Plutchik, are considerably worse. The absence

of trust and anticipation during training seems to have
prevented the RNN model from discovering the required
features for their recognition. Furthermore, when inspecting
the corresponding confusion matrices, we observe that antic-
ipation is much more commonly confused with popular Ek-
man’s categories (like surprise) comparing to what happens
when training Plutchik itself on the common architecture.

Due to the similarity between Ekman and Plutchik, the
real transfer scenario is to train either on Ekman on Plutchik
and then test on POMS or the other way around. When
training on Ekman, the best performance we observed is
about 47 %, while the worst drops below 20 %. Comparing
with the result of training POMS on a common architecture,
which yield the accuracy of about 70 %, we observe that
transfer capabilities of our models are quite poor. Same
holds for the transfer from Plutchik to POMS and for trans-
fers from POMS to either Ekman or Plutchik. Interestingly,
the results are even worse for multilabel setting than for
multiclass one. These results suggest that training discovers
final hidden state representations that are specialized for the
task we are modelling.

5.4 Unison
While transfer — finding features for one target and using
them for another — failed, we observed better results when
finding the common features for all three targets together.

Performance by iterations for both strategies are de-
picted in Fig. 6. For the alternate batch strategy, we ob-
serve that the accuracy on validation set for Ekman and
Plutchik is almost flat and stops increasing through the
last 15 epochs. Accuracy on the train set for Ekman and
Plutchik is still rising, making the differences in accuracy
larger and larger. This indicates that we have probably
achieved the plateau on validation accuracy and that the
models started to overfit. Contrary, the validation accuracy
for POMS is slowly rising — almost in parallel with the train
accuracy — throughout all iterations of the algorithm. The
difference between the train and validation accuracies on
POMS is much smaller than on Ekman or Plutchik even in
the last iteration of the algorithm. We can assume that the



Embeddings Models
FROM TEXT TO FEATURES

• We experimented with: 
• Simple Recurrent Neural Networks, 
• Long-Short Term Memory Networks, 
• Gated Recurrent Units. 

• On input: 
• Words: use GloVe embeddings since they are trained on Twitter. 

• Preprocessing similar to our Normalised approach + strip 
hashtags. E.g. #hate -> # hate. 

• Characters: consider all chars with freq >= 25; 410 total. 
• No preprocessing, with exception of removing URLS.



DL ARCHITECTURE

• Tune embeddings: False, True 

• Dropout on input: 0.0, 0.2 

• Type of Layers: RNN, LSTM, GRU 
• # of layers: 1, 2, 3 
• # hidden states: 200, 500, 1000, 2000 

• Dropout before output: 0.0, 0.5 

• Activations: softmax (MC), sigmoid (ML) 

• Loss functions: categorical/binary cross-entropy  
                                      (MC/ML) 

• Optimizers: RMSprop + Early Stopping (patience 5) 

… and Parameters
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TABLE 4
Evaluation results for RNNs. We show the parameters as fit on the validation set as well as the F-scores measured on the test test. Dim stands for

the dimensionality of word or character embedding, dh stands for number of hidden layer neurons, dwe, dbl and dsm are dropout rates for
embedding, between layers and softmax correspondingly, twe is a flag whether GloVe word embedding was fine-tuned. The prefix BI before

model’s type stands for bidirectional layers. For easier comparison with BoW baseline, we also show the results of LogReg on normalized bigrams
in the last column.

Input Dim Type DH Layers DWE DBL DSM TWE #Epochs F-score Best BoW

Ekman
Multiclass Word 100 LSTM 200 2 .2 .2 .5 yes 19 71.0 70.9Char 25 BI-GRU 200 1 .2 / .5 / 43 71.0

Multilabel Word 200 LSTM 200 2 .2 .2 .5 yes 29 69.3 68.7Char 25 BI-LSTM 400 1 .2 / .5 / 16 69.9

Plutchik
Multiclass Word 200 LSTM 2000 1 .2 / .5 yes 15 65.2 68.5Char 25 BI-LSTM 400 1 .2 / .5 / 30 69.4

Multilabel Word 200 LSTM 200 1 .2 / .0 yes 36 67.0 65.8Char 25 BI-LSTM 400 1 .2 / .5 / 23 67.4

POMS
Multiclass Word 200 LSTM 2000 1 .2 / .5 yes 17 70.3 71.4Char 25 BI-GRU 800 1 .2 / .5 / 21 73.0

Multilabel Word 200 LSTM 200 3 .2 .2 .5 yes 38 69.9 68.7Char 25 BI-GRU 400 1 .2 / .5 / 46 70.3

TABLE 5
Transfer experiments F-scores for word- and character-approaches in multiclass and multilabel settings on the test set. The table consists of four
3x3 matrices each corresponding to a set of transfer experiments in one setting. The values on the diagonals correspond to the results obtained

when training the data set on a common architecture. All the of-diagonal values, showing the transfer results, should be compared with the
corresponding diagonal one.

Softmax Tuning & Testing
Multiclass Multilabel

Ekman Plutchik POMS Ekman Plutchik POMS

Initial
Weight

Learning

Word
Ekman 68.4 58.0 46.9 69.0 43.5 19.4
Plutchik 68.4 65.5 46.4 66.6 65.2 18.5
POMS 62.4 58.7 71.0 9.0 3.9 70.0

Char
Ekman 71.6 59.0 45.5 69.7 52.0 28.4
Plutchik 72.0 69.5 47.1 69.6 67.2 31.1
POMS 48.9 42.5 72.5 30.4 15.5 70.3

accuracy for POMS would increase if the training continued.
Notice that the average of all three validation accuracies has
not improved in the last five iterations and consequently
triggering the early stopping. We believe that while the
model had enough time to sufficiently train for Ekman and
Plutchik, it got too few examples to train well for POMS.
This discrepancy between the number of training examples
the neural network must observe is exactly the issue that
our newly proposed strategy is trying to solve.

When using weighted sampling batches strategy, we
observe the following. First, and this holds for all four runs,
the training process requires many more iterations. When
the training stops, the difference between train and vali-
dation accuracies for Ekman and Plutchik is considerably
smaller than when using alternate batches strategy. Con-
trary, and as expected, for POMS this difference becomes
larger. Sampling probabilities through iterations of train-
validation setting depicted in Fig. 7 show that when using
weighted sampling many more training instances came
from POMS data set. After some oscillations in the first few
iterations, the sampling probability for POMS converged
to approximately 0.7, while probabilities for Ekman and
Plutchik are around 0.14 and 0.16. Assuring that model
sees more than twice as many examples from POMS than
of Ekman and Plutchik combined, enabled improving the
performance of POMS while hopefully not harming Ekman

and Plutchik.

The real assessment of our heuristic is its performance
on the test set, which is shown in Table 6. For Ekman and
Plutchik, the alternate batches strategy works comparable,
usually within 1 % absolute deviation, to the performance
of single models. Contrary, the performance on POMS is
degraded by about 5 % in absolute. This confirms our
suspicion that the alternate batches strategy does not train
enough on POMS which causes inferior performance. By us-
ing weighted sampling instead, we managed to improve on
the results of POMS and make its performance comparable
with that of a single model, while also not wrecking the
performance of Ekman and Plutchik. We must emphasize
that in terms of the average performance across all three
data sets, using weighted sampling always yielded better
results than alternate batches strategy. Also, using weighted
sampling brings us closer to the average performance of
three single models while restricting ourselves to use a
single model instead.

Finally, we argue that sampling proportions could not
have been simply determined from the data set sizes itself.
Calculating sampling proportions according to the number
of instances reported in Table 1 yields probabilities of [0.07,
0.10, 0.83] while our heuristic sets them to [0.14, 0.16, 0.70]
in multiclass mode on characters. Although we did not
test the performance of the weighted sampling with the
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TABLE 4
Evaluation results for RNNs. We show the parameters as fit on the validation set as well as the F-scores measured on the test test. Dim stands for

the dimensionality of word or character embedding, dh stands for number of hidden layer neurons, dwe, dbl and dsm are dropout rates for
embedding, between layers and softmax correspondingly, twe is a flag whether GloVe word embedding was fine-tuned. The prefix BI before

model’s type stands for bidirectional layers. For easier comparison with BoW baseline, we also show the results of LogReg on normalized bigrams
in the last column.

Input Dim Type DH Layers DWE DBL DSM TWE #Epochs F-score Best BoW

Ekman
Multiclass Word 100 LSTM 200 2 .2 .2 .5 yes 19 71.0 70.9Char 25 BI-GRU 200 1 .2 / .5 / 43 71.0

Multilabel Word 200 LSTM 200 2 .2 .2 .5 yes 29 69.3 68.7Char 25 BI-LSTM 400 1 .2 / .5 / 16 69.9

Plutchik
Multiclass Word 200 LSTM 2000 1 .2 / .5 yes 15 65.2 68.5Char 25 BI-LSTM 400 1 .2 / .5 / 30 69.4

Multilabel Word 200 LSTM 200 1 .2 / .0 yes 36 67.0 65.8Char 25 BI-LSTM 400 1 .2 / .5 / 23 67.4

POMS
Multiclass Word 200 LSTM 2000 1 .2 / .5 yes 17 70.3 71.4Char 25 BI-GRU 800 1 .2 / .5 / 21 73.0

Multilabel Word 200 LSTM 200 3 .2 .2 .5 yes 38 69.9 68.7Char 25 BI-GRU 400 1 .2 / .5 / 46 70.3

TABLE 5
Transfer experiments F-scores for word- and character-approaches in multiclass and multilabel settings on the test set. The table consists of four
3x3 matrices each corresponding to a set of transfer experiments in one setting. The values on the diagonals correspond to the results obtained

when training the data set on a common architecture. All the of-diagonal values, showing the transfer results, should be compared with the
corresponding diagonal one.

Softmax Tuning & Testing
Multiclass Multilabel

Ekman Plutchik POMS Ekman Plutchik POMS

Initial
Weight

Learning

Word
Ekman 68.4 58.0 46.9 69.0 43.5 19.4
Plutchik 68.4 65.5 46.4 66.6 65.2 18.5
POMS 62.4 58.7 71.0 9.0 3.9 70.0

Char
Ekman 71.6 59.0 45.5 69.7 52.0 28.4
Plutchik 72.0 69.5 47.1 69.6 67.2 31.1
POMS 48.9 42.5 72.5 30.4 15.5 70.3

accuracy for POMS would increase if the training continued.
Notice that the average of all three validation accuracies has
not improved in the last five iterations and consequently
triggering the early stopping. We believe that while the
model had enough time to sufficiently train for Ekman and
Plutchik, it got too few examples to train well for POMS.
This discrepancy between the number of training examples
the neural network must observe is exactly the issue that
our newly proposed strategy is trying to solve.

When using weighted sampling batches strategy, we
observe the following. First, and this holds for all four runs,
the training process requires many more iterations. When
the training stops, the difference between train and vali-
dation accuracies for Ekman and Plutchik is considerably
smaller than when using alternate batches strategy. Con-
trary, and as expected, for POMS this difference becomes
larger. Sampling probabilities through iterations of train-
validation setting depicted in Fig. 7 show that when using
weighted sampling many more training instances came
from POMS data set. After some oscillations in the first few
iterations, the sampling probability for POMS converged
to approximately 0.7, while probabilities for Ekman and
Plutchik are around 0.14 and 0.16. Assuring that model
sees more than twice as many examples from POMS than
of Ekman and Plutchik combined, enabled improving the
performance of POMS while hopefully not harming Ekman

and Plutchik.

The real assessment of our heuristic is its performance
on the test set, which is shown in Table 6. For Ekman and
Plutchik, the alternate batches strategy works comparable,
usually within 1 % absolute deviation, to the performance
of single models. Contrary, the performance on POMS is
degraded by about 5 % in absolute. This confirms our
suspicion that the alternate batches strategy does not train
enough on POMS which causes inferior performance. By us-
ing weighted sampling instead, we managed to improve on
the results of POMS and make its performance comparable
with that of a single model, while also not wrecking the
performance of Ekman and Plutchik. We must emphasize
that in terms of the average performance across all three
data sets, using weighted sampling always yielded better
results than alternate batches strategy. Also, using weighted
sampling brings us closer to the average performance of
three single models while restricting ourselves to use a
single model instead.

Finally, we argue that sampling proportions could not
have been simply determined from the data set sizes itself.
Calculating sampling proportions according to the number
of instances reported in Table 1 yields probabilities of [0.07,
0.10, 0.83] while our heuristic sets them to [0.14, 0.16, 0.70]
in multiclass mode on characters. Although we did not
test the performance of the weighted sampling with the
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TABLE 4
Evaluation results for RNNs. We show the parameters as fit on the validation set as well as the F-scores measured on the test test. Dim stands for

the dimensionality of word or character embedding, dh stands for number of hidden layer neurons, dwe, dbl and dsm are dropout rates for
embedding, between layers and softmax correspondingly, twe is a flag whether GloVe word embedding was fine-tuned. The prefix BI before

model’s type stands for bidirectional layers. For easier comparison with BoW baseline, we also show the results of LogReg on normalized bigrams
in the last column.

Input Dim Type DH Layers DWE DBL DSM TWE #Epochs F-score Best BoW

Ekman
Multiclass Word 100 LSTM 200 2 .2 .2 .5 yes 19 71.0 70.9Char 25 BI-GRU 200 1 .2 / .5 / 43 71.0

Multilabel Word 200 LSTM 200 2 .2 .2 .5 yes 29 69.3 68.7Char 25 BI-LSTM 400 1 .2 / .5 / 16 69.9

Plutchik
Multiclass Word 200 LSTM 2000 1 .2 / .5 yes 15 65.2 68.5Char 25 BI-LSTM 400 1 .2 / .5 / 30 69.4

Multilabel Word 200 LSTM 200 1 .2 / .0 yes 36 67.0 65.8Char 25 BI-LSTM 400 1 .2 / .5 / 23 67.4

POMS
Multiclass Word 200 LSTM 2000 1 .2 / .5 yes 17 70.3 71.4Char 25 BI-GRU 800 1 .2 / .5 / 21 73.0

Multilabel Word 200 LSTM 200 3 .2 .2 .5 yes 38 69.9 68.7Char 25 BI-GRU 400 1 .2 / .5 / 46 70.3

TABLE 5
Transfer experiments F-scores for word- and character-approaches in multiclass and multilabel settings on the test set. The table consists of four
3x3 matrices each corresponding to a set of transfer experiments in one setting. The values on the diagonals correspond to the results obtained

when training the data set on a common architecture. All the of-diagonal values, showing the transfer results, should be compared with the
corresponding diagonal one.
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Ekman Plutchik POMS Ekman Plutchik POMS
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Learning

Word
Ekman 68.4 58.0 46.9 69.0 43.5 19.4
Plutchik 68.4 65.5 46.4 66.6 65.2 18.5
POMS 62.4 58.7 71.0 9.0 3.9 70.0
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Ekman 71.6 59.0 45.5 69.7 52.0 28.4
Plutchik 72.0 69.5 47.1 69.6 67.2 31.1
POMS 48.9 42.5 72.5 30.4 15.5 70.3

accuracy for POMS would increase if the training continued.
Notice that the average of all three validation accuracies has
not improved in the last five iterations and consequently
triggering the early stopping. We believe that while the
model had enough time to sufficiently train for Ekman and
Plutchik, it got too few examples to train well for POMS.
This discrepancy between the number of training examples
the neural network must observe is exactly the issue that
our newly proposed strategy is trying to solve.

When using weighted sampling batches strategy, we
observe the following. First, and this holds for all four runs,
the training process requires many more iterations. When
the training stops, the difference between train and vali-
dation accuracies for Ekman and Plutchik is considerably
smaller than when using alternate batches strategy. Con-
trary, and as expected, for POMS this difference becomes
larger. Sampling probabilities through iterations of train-
validation setting depicted in Fig. 7 show that when using
weighted sampling many more training instances came
from POMS data set. After some oscillations in the first few
iterations, the sampling probability for POMS converged
to approximately 0.7, while probabilities for Ekman and
Plutchik are around 0.14 and 0.16. Assuring that model
sees more than twice as many examples from POMS than
of Ekman and Plutchik combined, enabled improving the
performance of POMS while hopefully not harming Ekman

and Plutchik.

The real assessment of our heuristic is its performance
on the test set, which is shown in Table 6. For Ekman and
Plutchik, the alternate batches strategy works comparable,
usually within 1 % absolute deviation, to the performance
of single models. Contrary, the performance on POMS is
degraded by about 5 % in absolute. This confirms our
suspicion that the alternate batches strategy does not train
enough on POMS which causes inferior performance. By us-
ing weighted sampling instead, we managed to improve on
the results of POMS and make its performance comparable
with that of a single model, while also not wrecking the
performance of Ekman and Plutchik. We must emphasize
that in terms of the average performance across all three
data sets, using weighted sampling always yielded better
results than alternate batches strategy. Also, using weighted
sampling brings us closer to the average performance of
three single models while restricting ourselves to use a
single model instead.

Finally, we argue that sampling proportions could not
have been simply determined from the data set sizes itself.
Calculating sampling proportions according to the number
of instances reported in Table 1 yields probabilities of [0.07,
0.10, 0.83] while our heuristic sets them to [0.14, 0.16, 0.70]
in multiclass mode on characters. Although we did not
test the performance of the weighted sampling with the
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Fig. 5. The architecture of unfolded RNN unison model. The model uses
the same word or character embedding as well as the whole RNN layer
for all three emotion classifications. On top of common representation
we use one softmax (or sigmoid) layer for each emotion classification.
Due to brevity, the above schema does not show dropout layers.

In general, similar multitask learning models are trained
with back-propagation by summing the gradients corre-
sponding to each of the tasks. This requires that each train-
ing example is labeled for all classifications in the unison
model. However, we have three data sets that only partially
overlap. Consequently, for each training instance, we posses
its classification according to only one of the three emotion
classifications7.

Collobert and Weston [40] present one possible approach
to training such models. The idea is to iterate over all train-
ing tasks, each time picking a random example. The neural
network weights are then updated according to gradients
with respect to the current example. Note that they only
update the shared part of the neural network and the part
corresponding to the current task. Parts of the model that are
not shared and correspond to other tasks are left untouched.
Instead of working with only one example at a time, we
use batches of multiple examples. We also add the use of
early stopping into the training iteration. Due to working
with multiple data sets at the same time, early stopping
will monitor the average validation accuracy across all data
sets. We present this training strategy, referred to as alternate
batch strategy, in Algorithm 1. Note that all data sets on the
input have already been split into train and validation part
and that function next train batch(x) returns the next batch
from the training part of the data set x — it can be thought
of as an endless loop over training batches of x. Function
train on batch(b, m) accepts training batch b and model m

7. With exception of tweets for Ekman for which we also know the
Plutchik’s category.

and performs one update of model m according to data in
b.

Algorithm 1 Alternate Batch strategy by Collobert and
Weston [40].
Input: DS = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} . data sets

MODEL . initialized RNN model
EPOCHS . max number of epochs
UPDATES . number of updates in epoch

Output: MODEL . trained RNN model
1: for epoch = 1! EPOCHS do
2: for update = 1! UPDATES/|DS| do
3: for ds 2 DS do
4: b next train batch(ds)
5: train on batch(b,MODEL)

6: for ds 2 DS do
7: /* evaluate model on train and validation set */
8: if early stopping criteria met then
9: break

Initial experiments with alternate batch strategy showed
poor results. Sampling examples from all data sets with the
same proportions ignores the different sizes of data sets and
that some data sets might be harder to model than others.

We propose an alternative training strategy. To train the
model for all data sets in parallel, we take more training
examples from the data set on which the progress is slower.
The estimation of progress is based on the technique that
is commonly employed by researchers — i.e. observing the
accuracy of the model through training iterations. In each
iteration we evaluate the model’s accuracy on train and
validation set and calculate their difference. When overfit-
ting, the accuracy on the training set still grows while the
accuracy on the validation set stagnates. Hence, we believe
that this difference, which is small at first and grows bigger
the closer we are to the point of overfitting, is indicative
of the training progress. We treat the difference between
accuracies on train and validation sets as our progress
estimate and use it when sampling next training instances:
instead of sampling instances uniformly from each data set,
we sample with weights based on the progress estimates.
By sampling more training instances from data sets whose
progress is slower, we boost the fitting to those data sets.8
The sampling probabilities are inversely proportional to the
progress estimate; they are re-calculated after each evalu-
ation and change throughout the training process accord-
ing to the current progress estimates. The whole training
heuristic, which we refer to as weighted sampling batches
strategy, is presented in Algorithm 2. Note that function
random choice(DS, weights) samples a data set from DS in
a weighted manner according to sampling weights given
as weights. Functions train acc(ds) and val acc(ds) return the
accuracy of the model on the training and validation part of
the data set ds correspondingly.

8. The procedure is remotely similar to boosting, except that it works
on the whole data sets instead of on individual instances.
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TABLE 6
F-scores of unison model on the test set when trained with alternate batch and weighted sampling strategies. For comparison, the line Single

shows the best performance when training separate models for each data set as reported in Section 5.2. In each setting, the higher score between
alternate batch (AB) and weighted sampling batches (WSB) strategy is shown in bold.

Setting Input Alternate
Strategy Ekman Plutchik POMS Average

Multiclass

Word
Single 71.0 65.2 70.3 68.8

AB 71.2 68.0 67.2 68.8
WSB 70.7 68.2 70.8 69.9

Char
Single 71.0 69.4 73.0 71.1

AB 71.6 68.2 67.6 69.1
WSB 72.5 69.0 72.0 71.2

Multilabel

Word
Single 69.3 67.0 59.4 65.2

AB 70.7 67.2 65.4 67.8
WSB 69.2 65.7 68.7 67.9

Char
Single 69.9 67.4 70.3 69.2

AB 70.3 66.6 64.6 67.2
WSB 69.5 66.4 69.4 68.4

probabilities calculated from data set sizes, we believe they
are not appropriate since the data set size does not correlate
with the hardness of the corresponding classification task.
While duplicating all examples in a data set does not make
the task any harder, sampling according to data set sizes
would devote twice the attention to these examples.

6 CONCLUSION

The central aim of the paper was to explore the use of
deep learning for emotion detection. We created three large
collections of tweets labeled with Ekman’s, Plutchik’s and
POMS’s classification emotions. Recurrent neural networks
indeed outperform the baseline set by the common bag-of-
words models. Our experiments suggest that it is better to
train RNNs on a sequences of characters that on sequences
of words. Beside more accurate results, such approach also
requires no preprocessing or tokenization. We discovered
that transfer capabilities of our models were poor, which

led us to the development of single unison model able to
predict all three emotion classifications at once. We showed
that when training such model, instead of simply alternating
over the data sets it is better to sample training instances
weighted by the progress of training. We proposed an
alternative training strategy that samples training instances
based on the difference between train and validation accu-
racy, and showed that it improves over alternating strategy.
We confirmed that it is possible to train a single model
for predicting all three emotion classifications whose per-
formance is comparable to the three separate models. As
a first study working on predicting POMS’s categories, we
believe they are as predictable as Ekman’s and Plutchik’s.
We also showed that searching for tweets containing POMS
adjectives and later grouping them according to POMS
factor structure yields a coherent data set whose labels can
be predicted with the same accuracy as other classifications.

We made our character-based trained RNN mod-
els publicly available at https://github.com/nikicc/
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Algorithm 2 Weighted Sampling Batches strategy.
Input: DS = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} . data sets

MODEL . initialized RNN model
EPOCHS . max number of epochs
UPDATES . number of updates in epoch

Output: MODEL . trained RNN model
1: weights [1/n, 1/n, ...1/n]
2: for epoch = 1! EPOCHS do
3: for update = 1! UPDATES do
4: ds random choice(DS,weights)
5: b next train batch(ds)
6: train on batch(b,MODEL)

7: for ds 2 DS do
8: /* evaluate model on train and validation set */
9: progress train acc(ds)� val acc(ds)

10: weights[ds] 1/progress

11: weights weights/sum(weights)
12: if early stopping criteria met then
13: break

Finally, note that the weighted sampling batches strategy,
as presented in Algorithm 2 can only be used when the
class labels of the validation set are known. The algorithm
described above is run on training and validation data to
establish the sampling probabilities. In the actual test run on
the hitherto unseen test data for which the class labels are
not revealed to the algorithm, the weights are fixed at the
average values computed when training on the validation
data. We can thus consider setting the sampling weights to
be a part of fitting the parameters of the learning algorithm.
In the test run we also do not evaluate the model after each
epoch but only after the training process has stopped.

We decided to use fixed sampling probabilities through
all iterations of the test run since our sampling probabilities
nicely converged, as we will see in Section 5.4. If sampling
probabilities plots in the train-validation run were not so
flat, then in each iteration of the test run we could sample
according to the sampling probabilities corresponding to the
same iteration of train-validation run.

5 RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Experimental results are organized into four sections. In
Section 5.1 we set the baseline performance on bag-of-words
models. Section 5.2 compares these with performance of
RNNs. Results of transfer and unison models are given in
Sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

Before discussing the results we emphasize that all mod-
els’ parameters, including the sampling probabilities in the
case of weighted sampling batches strategy, were selected
according to the performance on the validation set when
the model was trained on the train set. Once all parame-
ters were set, we used them when training models on the
combined train and validation set. These models were then
evaluated only once on the test set consisting of examples
that have not been seen during the training or parameter
selection process. All subsequent subsections will report the
performance on this test set. We use the weighted F-score as
the performance measure in all following sections.

5.1 BoW

Performance of classifiers on different bag-of-words mod-
els on test set is shown in Table 3. Normalization seems
beneficial for bigrams but not for unigrams, except for RF.
Using bigrams and unigrams performs better than using
only unigrams.

Additionally, the advantage of bigrams over just uni-
grams gets larger on larger data sets. For LogReg on Ekman,
the absolute improvement is about 2 % while for POMS it is
around 5 %.

When comparing different classifiers, RF has always
shown the worst performance while also requiring substan-
tially more time. We speculate that the dimensionality of the
space is too large for RF, which has a rather small number
of trees due to time limitations. Further, the performance of
NB, SVM and LogReg is almost comparable, while LogReg
seems slightly better than SVM, which in turn seem slightly
better than NB. We observe that LogReg on normalized
bigrams consistently outperforms all other combinations
of modes and classifiers. This indicates the usefulness of
adding bigrams and normalizing the tokens. We will use
LogReg on normalized bigrams as a baseline for comparison
with RNNs.

Finally, comparing different emotion classifications we
can conclude that POMS’s categories can be predicted with
the same accuracy as Ekman’s: with our approach to la-
belling tweets, the higher complexity of POMS is coun-
terbalanced by the larger number of useful tweets. The
accuracy for Plutchik is a bit lower, which is a result of
predicting two more classes comparing to Ekman or POMS.

5.2 RNNs

Performance of RNNs in different settings, along with their
optimal parameters found on the validation data set, is
shown in Table 4.

When exploring GloVe embedding, we confirmed that it
is too focused on co-occurrence of words and requires some
fine-tuning to be useful for emotion prediction. For example,
the most similar word to the word sadness (in terms of cosine
similarity) according to GloVe is happiness, since they occur
in similar contexts. After fine-tuning the GloVe embedding,
the closest word to sadness becomes depression. Similarly, the
most similar word to angry in GloVe is birds, since GloVe
is not focused on emotions; fine-tuning connects angry with
annoyed. Concluding from these concrete examples and the
overall performance of models, the process of fine-tunning
incorporates the notion of sentiment into the word embed-
ding and makes them more useful for emotion prediction.

In seven out of eight cases we selected the largest em-
bedding that GloVe provides (i.e. 200) while for one case the
differences between 100- and 200-dimensional embeddings
were negligible. Character sequences can be represented
with a much lower-dimensional embedding. Although we
selected 25-dimensional representations due to slightly bet-
ter results on the validation set, using just 10-dimensional
representations decreased the performance by less than 1 %
in absolute.

Furthermore, we observe that SimpleRNN layers consis-
tently performed worse than LSTMs and GRUs, while the
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TABLE 6
F-scores of unison model on the test set when trained with alternate batch and weighted sampling strategies. For comparison, the line Single

shows the best performance when training separate models for each data set as reported in Section 5.2. In each setting, the higher score between
alternate batch (AB) and weighted sampling batches (WSB) strategy is shown in bold.

Setting Input Alternate
Strategy Ekman Plutchik POMS Average

Multiclass

Word
Single 71.0 65.2 70.3 68.8

AB 71.2 68.0 67.2 68.8
WSB 70.7 68.2 70.8 69.9

Char
Single 71.0 69.4 73.0 71.1

AB 71.6 68.2 67.6 69.1
WSB 72.5 69.0 72.0 71.2

Multilabel

Word
Single 69.3 67.0 59.4 65.2

AB 70.7 67.2 65.4 67.8
WSB 69.2 65.7 68.7 67.9

Char
Single 69.9 67.4 70.3 69.2

AB 70.3 66.6 64.6 67.2
WSB 69.5 66.4 69.4 68.4

probabilities calculated from data set sizes, we believe they
are not appropriate since the data set size does not correlate
with the hardness of the corresponding classification task.
While duplicating all examples in a data set does not make
the task any harder, sampling according to data set sizes
would devote twice the attention to these examples.

6 CONCLUSION

The central aim of the paper was to explore the use of
deep learning for emotion detection. We created three large
collections of tweets labeled with Ekman’s, Plutchik’s and
POMS’s classification emotions. Recurrent neural networks
indeed outperform the baseline set by the common bag-of-
words models. Our experiments suggest that it is better to
train RNNs on a sequences of characters that on sequences
of words. Beside more accurate results, such approach also
requires no preprocessing or tokenization. We discovered
that transfer capabilities of our models were poor, which

led us to the development of single unison model able to
predict all three emotion classifications at once. We showed
that when training such model, instead of simply alternating
over the data sets it is better to sample training instances
weighted by the progress of training. We proposed an
alternative training strategy that samples training instances
based on the difference between train and validation accu-
racy, and showed that it improves over alternating strategy.
We confirmed that it is possible to train a single model
for predicting all three emotion classifications whose per-
formance is comparable to the three separate models. As
a first study working on predicting POMS’s categories, we
believe they are as predictable as Ekman’s and Plutchik’s.
We also showed that searching for tweets containing POMS
adjectives and later grouping them according to POMS
factor structure yields a coherent data set whose labels can
be predicted with the same accuracy as other classifications.

We made our character-based trained RNN mod-
els publicly available at https://github.com/nikicc/
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Fig. 7. Sampling probabilities of weighted sampling batches strategy
corresponding to the accuracy plot shown in Fig. 6. These probabilities
were estimated in multiclass setting using characters while plots for
other settings exhibit the same trends.

twitter-emotion-recognition.
We worked on probably the largest data set for emotion

prediction, using tweets from the last seven years. With the
aim of developing a universal emotion detection algorithm,
we did not restrict ourselves only to one domain, but rather
tested its usefulness for different classifications of emotions.
Since the training data was annotated automatically and
since we use character-based approaches, our solution is
language independent and could easily be adopted for other
languages.

We see multiple possible extensions of our work. First,
more attention should be given to resolving class imbalance
problems. As we can see in the confusion matrix shown
in Fig. 8, the model is biased toward the category with the
largest number of examples (i.e. joy), while it performs quite
poorly for categories with little examples (e.g. disgust). Re-
lated to this, including synsets and morphological variations
of words could drastically enlarge the number of tweets for
training and possibly balance the class distribution. Another
improvement with respect to classification would be to add
a neutral class and pay some attention to sarcastic tweets;
both of these are essential for putting our models into
practical use. Finally, it would also be interesting to test
other deep learning architectures.

Past studies of this problem focused on somewhat dif-
ferent goals and used much smaller collections of tweets,
which prevented the use of deep learning and resulted
in discouragingly low classification performance [10], [11],
[13]. Our study however shows that, given enough data,
emotion prediction may not be such a hard problem after
all.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of accuracies through iterations of training unison model for alternate batch (left) and weighted sampling batches strategies
(right) in train-validation setting. Cross marks indicate on the maximum of each curve. Sampling probabilities corresponding to the weighted
sampling batches strategy are show in Fig. 7. We are showing a comparison on characters in multiclass setting while the same trends are present
in other settings as well.

TABLE 6
F-scores of unison model on the test set when trained with alternate batch and weighted sampling strategies. For comparison, the line Single

shows the best performance when training separate models for each data set as reported in Section 5.2. In each setting, the higher score between
alternate batch (AB) and weighted sampling batches (WSB) strategy is shown in bold.

Setting Input Alternate
Strategy Ekman Plutchik POMS Average

Multiclass

Word
Single 71.0 65.2 70.3 68.8

AB 71.2 68.0 67.2 68.8
WSB 70.7 68.2 70.8 69.9

Char
Single 71.0 69.4 73.0 71.1

AB 71.6 68.2 67.6 69.1
WSB 72.5 69.0 72.0 71.2

Multilabel

Word
Single 69.3 67.0 69.6 68.7

AB 70.7 67.2 65.4 67.8
WSB 69.2 65.7 68.7 67.9

Char
Single 69.9 67.4 70.3 69.2

AB 70.3 66.6 64.6 67.2
WSB 69.5 66.4 69.4 68.4

probabilities calculated from data set sizes, we believe they
are not appropriate since the data set size does not correlate
with the hardness of the corresponding classification task.
While duplicating all examples in a data set does not make
the task any harder, sampling according to data set sizes
would devote twice the attention to these examples.

6 CONCLUSION

The central aim of the paper was to explore the use of
deep learning for emotion detection. We created three large
collections of tweets labeled with Ekman’s, Plutchik’s and
POMS’s classification emotions. Recurrent neural networks
indeed outperform the baseline set by the common bag-of-
words models. Our experiments suggest that it is better to
train RNNs on a sequences of characters that on sequences
of words. Beside more accurate results, such approach also
requires no preprocessing or tokenization. We discovered
that transfer capabilities of our models were poor, which

led us to the development of single unison model able to
predict all three emotion classifications at once. We showed
that when training such model, instead of simply alternating
over the data sets it is better to sample training instances
weighted by the progress of training. We proposed an
alternative training strategy that samples training instances
based on the difference between train and validation accu-
racy, and showed that it improves over alternating strategy.
We confirmed that it is possible to train a single model
for predicting all three emotion classifications whose per-
formance is comparable to the three separate models. As
a first study working on predicting POMS’s categories, we
believe they are as predictable as Ekman’s and Plutchik’s.
We also showed that searching for tweets containing POMS
adjectives and later grouping them according to POMS
factor structure yields a coherent data set whose labels can
be predicted with the same accuracy as other classifications.

We made our character-based trained RNN mod-
els publicly available at https://github.com/nikicc/
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TAKE-AWAY MESSAGES

• Combination of bigrams and unigrams helps the performance. 
• Normalisations of tokens also helps. 
• BoW is a strong baseline. DL approaches can improve, but not by a 

large margin. 
• For DL approaches characters work better than words. 
• We can develop a single model for predicting all three 

categorisations. 
• Trained models are available: 

• at https://github.com/nikicc/twitter-emotion-recognition 
• in Orange3 with Orange3-Text addon.

https://github.com/nikicc/twitter-emotion-recognition

